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An active young boy with a lazy heart
An inherited form of isolated sinus node dysfunction
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Clinical case
SYNCOPE

MG is a 11 y old brilliant 5th grade student, who is also highly performant in
recreational sport activities like football and running.
He presents to our ER at 4 am for a critical event which occurred during
sleep. His father was awakened by his moaning and found the boy
unresponsive, hypotonic, with revulsion of the eyes and urinary incontinence.
No reported changes in colour and respiration, nor abnormal movements.
Gradually over several minutes he regained contact, together with
improvement of his tone and ability to talk. Initially he uttered
incomprehensible words, as if he wanted to communicate, but could not
articulate words, then seemed confused, to become gradually more oriented
but with a tendency to fall asleep.
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Upon arrival in the ER ca. 20 min later, he was found to have marked
bradycardia with an arrhythmic pulse (ca 20/min) and normal pressure; he
looked alert and oriented . ECG was recorded
Past medical history
2° born, delivered at term via C/S due to prenatal diagnosis of AVB. Normal
growth and development; reports few previous episodes of vasovagal
syncope induced by intense pain stimuli. Had previous cardiological follow
up in our hospital because of bradycardia, but lost to f/u since 2016.
Previous ergometric testing test reported normal
Family history
An inherited form of bradycardia was known in several family members from
maternal side. Genetic testing was requested in Vienna and sent to Műnster.
Mother and her monozygotic twin sister underwent PM implantation at the
age of 26. No family history or seizure disorders or other neurological
disease.

Family
pedegree

ECG on arrival
Question 1

Subsequent ECGs:
PR 120 msec

ECG interpretation: question 2

3rd degree AV block, complete AV dissociation
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Further diagnostic work-up
Neurological evaluation
Epileptic seizure?
The timing of the critical event (first morning hours), with slow
recovery of consciousness, and the presence of a post ictal phase
characterized by confusion, dysartria and drowsiness, could suggest
a seizure
→ EEG and brain MRI were normal

Cardiac Monitoring
for several days consistently showed mainly sinus bradycardia
(variable between 30-45 bpm during the day and 20-30 bpm at night
(minimum 16 bpm for short time)
-always asymptomatic-

Diagnostic work-up (cont’d)
• Ergometric testing showed a normal chronotropic
response with 1:1 AV conduction and increase in HR
from 45 to 165 bpm
• Ecocardiography showed slight-to moderate (most likely
compensatory) LV dilation with normal LV function
• Cardiac MRI showed slight biventricular dilation

Exercise testing: phase 4
100 W
FC 161, BP 147/50
Report: Normal chronotropic increase, no symptoms, no hyperkinetic
arrhythmias. Interrupted due to muscular exhaustion
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Genetic studies done in Münster two years before had confirmed that the
boy, as well as the other affected family members, are carriers of a
dominant autosomic mutation of the KCNJ5 gene
(p.Trp101Cys, tryptophan → cysteine)

codifying for one of the two transmembrane subunits (Kir 3.4) of the GIRK
channel protein (G-protein activated inwardly rectifying potassium channel)
Mutations of the KCNJ5 gene are rare and have been mainly associated to
long QT syndrome (loss-of-function mutations) and atrial fibrillation.
This is the only kindred as far known worldwide with a gain-of-function
mutation, which leads to sustained channel activation (increased outward K+
current) and subsequent cellular hyperpolarization, decreasing the
spontaneous rate of depolarization of sinoatrial cells and so the HR

→ The important sinus node dysfunction (SND) is clinically evident
with rest bradycardia and excessive sensitivity to vagal stimuli

Circulation: Genomic and Precision Medicine 2019; Vol. 12, Issue 2 p20-31

Sinus node dysfunction and regulation of
sino-atrial node (SAN) activity
SND: bradycardia, sinus arrest, chronotropic incompetence, persistent
atrial fibrillation and sometimes signs of AV conduction disturbances
• When present in the young, usually it has a familial presentation
• Recently the genes encoding the regulatory G-proteins have been
associated to SND
• It is known that the intrinsic cycle length of SAN cells (or pacing rate) is
modulated through opposing influences of adrenergic and muscarinic
stimulation via G-protein-coupled receptor signalling: in particular vagal
nerve efferent activation has a negative chronotropic response in the
SAN
• Inhibitory G proteins are part of a cell signalling pathway that slows HR
through modulation of ion channels
Frontiers in physiology 2012;3,1-10

J Gen Physiol 2013;142:113-126

Circulation Research 120(10):1524-1526

Role of the KCNJ5 gene and GIRK channel
• GIRK channels are involved in the negative chronotropic effect of the
parasympathetic nervous system: they play a significant role in HR control and SN
pathophysiology
• GIRK channels underlie the outwardly directed Ach sensitive K+ current (I k Ach)
which causes depolarisation of the SA cells: they are activated by Ach binding to
muscarinic receptors
• GIRK channels are expressed also in the atria and conductive tissues, but not in
the ventricles: they slow impulse generation and conduction

• The mutation discovered in this family causes allosteric alteration of the Kir 3.4
subunit affecting the 1st transmembrane domain, with resulting increase of the
outward K+ current→ sustained hyperpolarizazion → slowing of HR
• The precise ways through which biophysical alterations affect cellular
behaviour and clinical phenotype are not clear (the mechanisms underlying
abnormalities in cardiac conduction are only partially understood)

• GIRK channel Kir 3.4 subunit

Circulation: Genomic and Precision Medicine 2019; Vol. 12, Issue 2

What should be done?
1. What did this boy present with?
Seizure? (negative MRI and EEG could not rule out an epileptic seizure)
⚫

Cardiogenic syncope?
⚫

Hypokinetic (prolonged sinus arrest,
bradycardia induced torsade de
pointes) ?
Hyperkinetic (intermittent long QT) ?

A whole exome sequencing had already been done in this boy excluding other
known mutations associated to long QT

2. What is the prognosis of this genetic condition?
3. Indication for PM? → Question 3
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→ Loop recorder, no PM !!!!
→Life vest (removed after 1 month
because not tolerated)
→Regular clinical and echocardiographic
F/U (LV dimensions)
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Loop recorder
Follow up

